Well well well!!
Holidays are over!

Let's start with a course on ancient potions and their primary ingredients.

Hmm... Shoot!
No more powdered Dragon's Tooth.

No point starting the course without it...
Cayenne! Thyme! Can one of you go find me some Dragon’s Tooth?

In this cold?! No thanks!

Yeah... Ditto...

No problem, I’ll take care of it!

Back in a jiffy!

Pepper, wait!

"The cold", "the cold"!

What a bunch of sissies!

A good set of pliers, a little body armor, and we’ll have those Dragon’s Teeth!
Ha ha!

Whoo!
I think it’ll be a teeny tiny bit more complicated than I thought!

Pfff!

... and I thought it’d be easier with an Air Dragon!
Carrot! ...

Come back ...

... Swamp dragons are famous for their docile nature!

at least I thought so...

Hmm... For the Lightning Dragon...

... I'm not so sure that this is the right tool...
Ok.

It's too hard...

...I give up

No!
Pepper never gives up!

The next day...

cock-a-doodle-doo!!!

!!
Well?, Impressed, aren't you?

I have at least a hundred Dragon's Teeth!

... but Pepper, Dragon's Tooth...

... It's a plant!
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